Year 1 - Learning at Home - Term 3 Week 2
It is very important that the learning at home program maintains a harmonious family life. If things aren’t
working out, please take a break or simply stop. We are here to help and support you - please let us know if you
are having any problems. Remember, it takes a village to raise a child!
Remember to login to Webex each morning at 9.15am for a brief check in with your class and teacher. This week we
will be starting the morning with a whole class game. We ask that students look at the ‘Be ready to bring’ column
and have prepared any equipment or resources that have been requested.
Below, we have provided a brief overview of what each day will look like on Webex:

Time

Day

Focus

Be ready to bring...

Monday

Feedback from the teacher from last week
Nothing!
Maths game: Heads or Tails

9.15am

Tuesday

Maths game: Largest Number

Workbook/paper and pencil

Wednesday

Maths game - Mastermind

Nothing!

Thursday

Essential Assessment reminders &
Secret Sound game!

Nothing, just know how to turn your video
off on Webex

Friday

Friday Fun Day!

Go Noodle dance

Grade

Webex Meeting
Number

Meeting Link (for browser)

1R

165 927 9617

https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m758080eeb3e2dc
f97a7cff20715fad7c

1T

165 907 8618

https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=mb4b6053f7fb73c
34bfcb93fe65593501

1A

165 765 9519

https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=mcf96fe7d3e36e94
1cd497285ce44bd81

1L

165 152 8674

https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m4198fa10a75b51
e50bcab05bf30fc544

Password (all grades)

NLPS
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DAY 1
Reading

Focus: We are learning to summarise the main ideas in what we read.
Daily practice - 5 mins: This week we are studying the following blends: ea/ee, oy/oi
Watch the video to practise: https://youtu.be/E_O70C4WLFc
INTRO: Click the link to listen to the story ‘Alexander’s Outing’ by Pamela Allen:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVv0E0NN4R8

Now watch the video of Tammi showing how to summarise the main ideas, thinking about the beginning, middle and
end of a fiction text:
https://youtu.be/hxE1cDtuE9M
Complete your independent reading of a ‘just right’ text for a minimum of 15 minutes.
NOTE: Today you will need to read a FICTION book. Remember a fiction book is a made up story.
You may like to use Sunshine Online to do this.
Sunshine Online login: newportlakes Password: newport
TASK: After reading, in your workbook divide your page into 3 boxes. Label each as ‘beginning, middle, end’. Create a
summary of the book you read by using pictures and words as shown in the introductory video.
Writing

Focus: We are learning to make ‘basic sentences’ longer and more interesting.
Daily handwriting practice (5 - 10 mins): Feel free to use the School Writing App if you like,
or use the dotted third lines in your workbook. Focusing on your handwriting, practise
writing this week’s focus blends 5 times each.
Spelling: Spend 5-10 minutes practising your spelling words that you chose last Friday. You
can use the spelling strategies that we showed you last week.
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Writing introduction:
We are learning to understand how to notice ‘sentence fluency’ in our reading, and use it in our writing.
Below are some descriptions of what it means:

A sentence is a group of words that contains a complete thought.
There is normally a subject (a who) and a verb (what they are doing).
Watch Amy introduce simple sentences and how we want you to ‘try five’ to make them more interesting:

https://youtu.be/REb3385Qg_M
TASK: ‘Try 5’
Rewrite the same sentence in five different (and more interesting!) ways.
The sentence is: My dog is brown.
Make sure you are writing sentences that have different lengths, with interesting word choices.
Choose the sentence that you are most proud of. Take a photo of it and upload to Seesaw,
recording
your voice reading it.
Maths

Focus: We are learning to ‘build to 10’ to help when adding.
Key Vocabulary: Whole = Part + Part
Part + Part = whole

difference

add

count on
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subtract

count back

build to 10

Warm-Up (5 - 10 minutes): Count forwards by 2s to 30.
Count forwards by 10s starting at 4.
INTRO: Watch Tammi model how to use the ‘build to 10’ strategy using a 10s frame (resource below):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8UZRv0zo0U&feature=youtu.be
OR for a challenge:
Watch Miss B model how to use the ‘build to 10’ strategy using a number sentence: https://youtu.be/pnUnFr5qhCU
TASK: Solve the following questions using the ‘build to 10’ strategy’.
You can choose to use a 10s frame, or simply record your thinking as a number sentence.
8 and 5 makes

5 and 6 makes

24 + 9 =

16 + 8 =

54 + 27 =

6 and 9 makes

8 and 6 makes

56 + 8 =

78 + 7 =

36 + 6 =

5 and 7 makes

7 and 6 makes

34 + 15 =

18 + 5 =

43 + 59 =

Art

During ‘learning at home’ for Art in term 3, all students will be sent a link to the same
Google Slides document.
Please take the following steps to access the learning:
1. Click on this link: week 2 Art
2. Click on ‘Present’ at the top right hand corner of the screen, next to the orange
‘share’ button;
3. The PowerPoint presentation will then present as a full screen ready for students to
watch.
Week 2 – Artist of the week: Georgia O’Keeffe
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DAY 2
Reading

Focus: We are learning to summarise the main ideas in what we read.
Daily practice - 5 mins: This week we are studying the following blends: ea/ee, oy/oi
Watch the video to practise: https://youtu.be/E_O70C4WLFc

INTRO: Listen to the story Possum Magic by Mem Fox: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhLH6ZELEX4
Now watch the video of Miss B showing how to summarise the main ideas for a fiction text using the structure:
Somebody Wanted But So Then: https://youtu.be/u385jBbulK0
TASK: First, complete your independent reading of a ‘just right’ text for a
minimum of 15 minutes.
NOTE: Today you will need to read a FICTION book.
Remember, a fiction book is a made up story.
After reading, in your workbook write a summary using the structure
SWBST as modelled by Miss B.

Writing

Focus: We are learning to write a procedural text.

Daily handwriting practice, focusing on sentence fluency (5 - 10 mins): ‘Try 5’ for the following simple sentence…
The afternoon was cold.
Use the dotted thirds in your workbook to form your letters correctly.
Spelling: Spend 5-10 minutes practising your spelling words that you chose last Friday. You can use the spelling
strategies that we showed you last week.
INTRO: Watch Amy modelling how to write a procedural text. She is writing about one of her favourite soup recipes,
but you are going to write about a different topic:
https://youtu.be/erk4eQIw17I
TASK: Write a procedural text about ‘how to be a friend’.
Make sure you include the following features:
Title

What you need

Steps

Picture/diagram

You will be able to work on this writing again tomorrow.
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Command words
(put, get, find, etc.)

Maths

Focus: We are learning to calculate the difference between numbers.
Warm-up (5 - 10 minutes): Spend some time practising your maths goal.
Play ‘5 Moves to 100’ described below:
NOTE: This can be played individually or with a partner (or teddy!).

INTRO: We are re-visiting the ‘difference between’ numbers. You might prefer to add or subtract by counting up or
counting back to solve each problem.
Watch the video of Amy and Tammi playing the Difference Between game:

https://youtu.be/-80hanGgUFw
TASK: Roll two six-sided dice. Calculate the difference between the higher and lower number. You might like to play
this by calling out the numbers, or recording them on paper in your workbook.
Extra challenge: Roll the two dice twice to create two 2-digit numbers. Mentally calculate the difference between
the two numbers. Play orally or on paper.

PE

Use Seesaw to watch a short PE welcome and explanation video.
Opening/Warm-up – Complete the short warm-up routine found in the link. Try to copy
the actions of the monkey to avoid the friendly monsters:
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=exercises+for+kids&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dexercises%2bfor
%2bkids%26qpvt%3dexercises%2bfor%2bkids%26FORM%3dVDRE&view=detail&mid=B08E118B4265E9FD04F3
B08E118B4265E9FD04F3&&FORM=VDRVRV

Overarm throwing – We are continuing to work on our overarm throwing technique. This
week we are focusing more on throwing for accuracy, which means we are aiming at a
target. Watch the link below and copy the activities shown in the clip:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_kO1P5NZyR8
Finish off by playing an overarm throwing game called ‘Fire the Cannons’. It is okay if you
do not have all of the equipment you see in the clip. You can use other things as the
targets. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OLN_sGry3DI
Optional bonus activity – If you feel like doing a little extra, click on the link below and
complete an indoor scavenger hunt. How many items can you find?
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https://i.pinimg.com/236x/bc/19/d2/bc19d295cd9a3307a100075179f7336e.jpg

DAY 3
Reading

Focus: We are learning to summarise the main ideas in what we read.
Daily practice - 5 mins: This week we are studying the following blends: ea/ee, oy/oi
Re-watch the video to practise: https://youtu.be/E_O70C4WLFc
INTRO: Listen to the story ‘Belinda’ by Pamela Allen:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRjb0PHx4zY
TASK: Use the SWBST structure from yesterday to summarise the text ‘Belinda’ in your
workbook.
Complete your independent reading of a ‘just right’ text for a minimum of 15 minutes.

Writing

Focus: We are learning to write, edit and revise a procedural text.
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Daily handwriting practice, focusing on sentence fluency (5 - 10 mins): ‘Try 5’ for the following simple sentence…
My food tasted nice.
Use the dotted thirds in your workbook to form your letters correctly.
Spelling: Spend 5-10 minutes practising your spelling words for the week. You can use the spelling strategies that we
showed you last week.
INTRO: You might like to re-watch Amy modelling how to write a procedural text, to remind you about the structure.
https://youtu.be/erk4eQIw17I
TASK: Re-read your procedural text from yesterday about ‘how to be a friend’. It is a good idea to re-read writing
from another day with fresh eyes, to spot any mistakes that you might have missed.
Make sure you have included the following features:
Title

What you need

●

Steps

Picture/diagram

Command words
(put, get, find, etc.)

Tips:
● Re-read your work aloud so that you can hear if it makes sense.
Check to see if your sentences are ‘simple’ or whether you can add more detail.
● Check to see that each step starts with a command verb.

Editing involves checking for punctuation and spelling (capital letters, full stops, etc.).
Revising involves re-reading your writing to make sure that it makes sense. It is also a good idea to check that you
have made interesting word choices.
Take a photo of your completed writing and upload it to Seesaw. You do not need to do a good
copy - your teacher likes to see all of the mistakes!

Maths

Focus: We are learning to show what we know about addition and subtraction.

Warm-up (5 - 10 minutes): Spend some time practising your maths goal. Play ‘5 Moves to 100’ from yesterday.

INTRO: Today we will be logging in to the Essential Assessment website. This is found at
www.essentialassessment.com.au
Your username is your first name and an initial for your surname (for example, Amyo)
Your password is the same, but all lower case (amyo)
TASK: Complete the following tests:
- Addition
- Subtraction
This will be in the Number and Algebra section.
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Indonesian

Focus: We are remembering teen numbers in Indonesian.
Materials: iPad/computer
Visit this link to hear and read the numbers from 11-20 in Indonesian.
https://www.education.vic.gov.au/languagesonline/indonesian/sect05/no_1/no_1.htm
Activity: Available in Indonesian Classroom of Seesaw. Go to Seesaw and complete the
matching task (instructions included).
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DAY 4
Reading

Focus: We are learning to summarise the main ideas in what we read.
Daily practice - 5 mins: This week we are studying the following blends: ea/ee, oy/oi
Re-watch the video to practise: https://youtu.be/E_O70C4WLFc

INTRO: Watch the following non-fiction video about ‘Dogs’: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQJWKKvsU4k
Now watch Miss B (and Meatball) introduce how to summarise the main ideas in a non-fiction text:
https://youtu.be/gxVNkmZUo_c
TASK: Complete your independent reading of a ‘just right’ text for a minimum of 15 minutes.
NOTE: Today you will need to read a NON- FICTION book. Remember a non-fiction book tells us facts or information.
Give a summary of your non-fiction text from today using the structure provided
below:
You can choose to record it verbally on Seesaw or write it in your workbook using
the sentence prompts:

The text ( _____) is about _____________.
I learnt ____
Did you know _____?
The author told us_____
An important idea from this text was _____
Writing

Focus: We are learning to write a procedural text.

Daily handwriting practice, focusing on sentence fluency (5 - 10 mins): ‘Try 5’ for the following simple sentence…
My Mum was tired.
Use the dotted thirds in your workbook to form your letters correctly.
Spelling: Spend 5-10 minutes practising your spelling words that you chose last Friday. You can use the spelling
strategies that we showed you last week.
Intro: This week we have been writing procedural texts.
Today we want you to come up with a new dance, game or recipe. You are going to write a procedural text about it
with clear instructions.
Make sure you have included the following features:
Title

What you need

Steps

Picture/diagram

Command words
(put, get, find, etc.)

You might like to share your writing with a parent or sibling, to see if they can easily follow your instructions.
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Maths

We are learning to show what we know about Time.
Warm-up (5 - 10 minutes): Spend some time practising your maths goal.

Play ‘5 Moves to 0’. This is the same idea as what we have played earlier in the week but this time you start at 100 and
subtract each time. The aim is to reach 0 in exactly 5 moves.

TASK: Today we would like you to complete the test for Time.
This will be in the Measurement and Geometry section.

Drama

Here is your Drama Lesson for the week. This is a virtual classroom link:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YNaZ7ltxr42TP6dDP7UFFOwEmaVTqaPsaGAWIpu_jk/edit?usp=sharing
It is designed to be completed independently by the students. Once you open the link you will
need to press ‘present’. If you see a play icon on the page this is me (Michelle) speaking and
giving you instructions. Enjoy the Animation. Thanks for all of your hard work in Drama.
Michelle.
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DAY 5
Reading

Focus: We are learning to summarise the main ideas in what we read.
Daily practice - 5 mins: This week we are studying the following blends: ea/ee, oy/oi
Watch the video to practise: https://youtu.be/E_O70C4WLFc

TASK: Complete your independent reading of a ‘just right’ text for a minimum of 15 minutes.
After reading, summarise what you have read in one of the following ways that you were shown this week.
They were:
●
Using pictures and words to describe the beginning, middle and end
●
Using the structure: Somebody, Wanted, But, So, Then
●
Stating the topic, and listing 3 facts from the text (non-fiction)
Use Seesaw to capture your summary from today.

Writing

Focus: We are learning to spell new words.

Daily handwriting practice, focusing on sentence fluency (5 - 10 mins): ‘Try 5’ for the following simple sentence…
The party was fun.
Use the dotted thirds in your workbook to form your letters correctly.
Spelling:
Today you will need to ask someone to test you on your spelling words that you have been practising this week. You
can have a quick 5 min practice first and then, GOOD LUCK!
Below are the new lists. You need to choose a list of words to practise all week next week:

List 1

List 2

List 3

like

boy

monstrous

house

royal

fluffy

very

toy

gentle

bed

foil

disappeared

dog

soil

feeble

little

oil

almighty
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Spelling Activities:
Here are three new spelling activities that you might like to try:

Words in words:
https://youtu.be/wLAJZDe70yU

Maths

Alphabetical order:
https://youtu.be/pTRNvWdxSZ4

Word Pyramid:
https://youtu.be/vbB1q4Pvx_Q

Focus: We are learning to notice numbers in our environment.

Warm-up (5 - 10 minutes): Spend some time practising your maths goal. Play ‘5 Moves to 0’.
INTRO: Watch the read aloud of the book ‘I Know Numbers!’ by Taro Gomi:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o34exczTZac
Listen to the instructions for your task here:

https://youtu.be/ht9BuqJEezM
TASK: Go on a hunt around your house or go for a walk, and draw pictures to
capture numbers in the environment.

APP: You may like to use PicCollage to take photos and share this on Seesaw.
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Optional additional learning activities
Words of the week
We will be keeping the same words as last week, so that we can make sure that we are keeping them in our memories.
Next week we will introduce four new words.

opinion

stained

purpose

persuade

Activities:
We would like you to choose one of these words above, and complete a ‘Frayer Model’ about it, just like we’ve done in
class at school together.

You might like to take a photo of your completed Frayer Model and share it with your teacher on
Seesaw.
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STEM
Making Shelters
What will you need:
● Bark, sticks and leaves
● feathers, rocks and grass
● clay, playdough or sand
● animals (soft toys or figurines)
What to do:
1. Spread the clay, playdough or sand to make a flat surface.
2. Talk to your parents or adult about animals and people, and their need for shelter. Think about why, what types and the
materials that could be used for a shelter.
3. Go outside and collect some of the materials listed above.
4. Choose a toy animal and build them a shelter with the materials you collected.
5. You could share your shelter on Seesaw if you're really proud of it and record yourself talking about your shelter.
Links to more information:
Watch how Danny builds a shelter: https://shelters.theorb.tas.gov.au/view/lean-to/construction

Health: Positivity and gratitude
Positivity
Being positive means ‘looking on the bright side’ and finding at least one small ‘good bit’ within everything that
happens. Watch the story of ‘Two Frogs in Trouble’ (a fable from Russia). One of the two frogs always looks on the
bright side of things.
● When have you been positive or looked on the bright side?
● Start each day in with a positive song, such as:
What a Wonderful World, Here Comes the Sun, Zip-a-dee-doo-dah
Showing Gratitude
Gratitude is being thankful for the big things (like having a warm bed to sleep in) and the little things (like sharing a
moment of sunshine, or having a warm cat to stroke).
● Draw a tree on a big piece of paper, or use the template available at the end of the document.
● Draw a leaf on the tree each day; inside your leaf, write a word or draw a picture to show what you are grateful
for.
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